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Age Numbers

GenERATION Z < 20 50+ million

Millennials 21-37 76 million

Generation X 38-53 51 million

baby Boomers 54-72 75 million

Builders 73-90 56 million*

G.I. Generation 91+ 60 million*

THE Generations



generation z
who & why

think 
entrepreneurship 
should be taught in 
college.

1st global generation digitally dependent

63%

of generation Z 
say it’s easier or 
more convenient 
to chat digitally.

50%

want the right to 
design their own 

majors. 72%

43%

<20
yrs old 

continuous
learners

prefer a digital 
approach to 

learning and find 
it easiest to learn 
from the Internet.

over



generation Z vs millennials
realistic
vs optimistic

Independent
vs collaborative

digital natives
vs digital pioneers

private
vs public

face-to-face
vs digital-only

on-demand learning
vs formally educated

role-hopping
vs job-hopping

global citizen
vs global spectator



58%
of adults worldwide ages 
35+ agree that “kids today 
have more in common with 
their global peers than 
they do with adults in 
their own country.”

1st global generation
Generation Z



A FIRST IN HISTORY
a primary cause of friction across generations



technology

GEneration Z

internet

exponential
times

why Is today so different?
a bigger story

generation Z 
are a 
critical 
mass of 
change 
agents.

Name an 
invention of 
the past.

exercise:

Can go back as
far as fire.



technology

millennials

internet
exponential

times
DSC

8/24/15 = 1 Billion users in 1 day

100,000x smaller & 7,000,000,000x more powerful
than a computer in the early 1970s

Marriott = 1 million rooms since 1927
Airbnb = 2 million rooms since 2008 

today = 2 Billion monthly users

1st month
1st 90 days

gillette = 72% marketshare in 2012
         DSC = 51% marketshare

examples
= 130 million downloads
= $600 million in revenue

in 2015
[DSC Founded]

*Not anomalies…but the preview.



technology

generation Z

internet

exponential
times

elevated expectations
effortless & seamless



agenda
so what? & what now?

Q&A and
recapwho are they
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Boomers Generation X Millennials Generation Z

one-to-one one-to-many many-to-one
individualized and 

communal

on-the-job and 
classroom 

E-learning
MICRO and on-

demand
Mobile, V.R.  

and A.R.

refine niche 
expertise

formal and top-
down approach

way to get  
ahead

constant and 
continuous

A Dream A DIFFERENTIATOR
A Cultural  

Norm
A MISTAKE?
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higher ed challenges
questions facing Generation Z

of Youth entering school 
today will work in jobs that 
do not currently exist.

of Generation Z indicate 
their top concern is being 
able to afford college.

of Generation Z say there 
are other ways of getting 
a good education than 
going to college.

What value does a college degree 
have in today’s high-flux times?

Why can’t I forgo higher ed and work 
for a company that offers university-
like learning & Development?

Longer life = Longer Career

How do I afford education? Are there 
education alternatives I should 
consider in order to avoid debt?

avoid debt at all costs

learn to work vs Work to learn

65%

67%

75%



high-value content
create

learning
strategy #1

…that answers the top 5 questions in the minds of your candidates.

Share the content via…blog articles, podcasts, videos, infographics, etc.



boomers geneRation X millennials Generation Z

formal &  
Direct

informal &  
flexible

Authentic & 
fast

Transparent &  
highly visual

face-to-Face, 
Phone & email

email, Text & 
Facebook

text, instagram, 
Skype & Slack

Snapchat,  Bitmoji, 
Facetime, Group Me  

& YouTube 

Need background 
info & details

Keep  
professional

Efficient & Mobile 
Friendly

Mobile First & 
options (Voice)
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for the first time ever

The 2015 
oxford 
dictionaries 
word of the 
year was…

communication



communication
area for engaging Generation Z

93%
of Generation Z say they 
visit YouTube at least once 
a week, and 54% visit the 
site multiple times 
throughout the day.



visuals & video
use

communication
strategy #2

Help Generation Z visualize themselves at your college or university.



Top 3 things the next 
generation want to 

know about an 
organization?

visuals and video
the importance

#1 - culture and values

#2 - perks and benefits

#3 - employee perspectives

top obstacle  the 
next generation has 
for accepting a job?

the company is like.”
“Not knowing what



boomers generation X millennials Generation Z

some tech high tech all tech What Tech?

enhancer balancer amplifier
Extension of 

oneself

want to 
master it

want to  
enjoy it

need to 
employ it 

have to  
manage it
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m
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y
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technology
different preferences



Why wait
until lunch!?

empowered generation
differs in the next generation

…because if not, 
your Generation Z 
intern will use 
linkedIN to find a 
new job by lunch.

mobile technology and ubiquitous connectivity 
have empowered the next generation.



candidate experience
enhance the

The impact your processes, policies, perks, & programs have on candidates.

technology
strategy #3



Material purchases
experiential purchases

time

sa
ti

sf
ac

ti
on

sa
ti

sf
ac

ti
on

consumers

=
time

Candidates

Material School
experiential School

GOAL: shift Generation Z’s relationship with school from feeling
like a material purchase to an experiential purchase.

TECHNOLogy
the goal of the candidate experience



action item
technology

Identify any friction 
points throughout 
the entire candidate 
lifecycle.
effortless and seamless experience?
Where can technology create a more
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STAY CONNECTED
and much more

email
rj@ryan-jenkins.com

SLIDES & Bonus Material
www.ryan-JENKINS.com/resolve

More Strategies
www.ryan-jenkins.com/manual

LINKEDIN
www.ryan-jenkins.com/linkedin





closing thought
don’t forget…

a “This is always how 
we’ve done it” mindset Is…
a slippery slope to 
irrelevance.

over the way
prioritize why



Thank you
y’all rock!

rj@ryan-jenkins.com — @theryanjenks
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